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Abstract
This paper surveys the empirical studies that report change, es-
pecially decrease, of labor share in the modern economies, and then
picks up the the Autor and Dorn (2013) model, which is able to depict
the change of labor allocation between goods production and service
sector. We investigate the working of the model and derive some di-
rections of extensions to replicate the fall of labor share, among others.
1 Introduction
Although many empirical studies have been showing the stable labor share
in the post World War II (for example, Maddison 1982), we have recent em-
pirical studies that imply the declining labor share such as Blanchard (1997),
Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014), Autor et al. (2017), Dao et al.(2017),
which report this phenomena is not limited by the advanced economies but
also caught by developing countries. This polarization seem to have been
breaking down the abundant middle class that insists of industrial workers,
and they are the core member of the A²uent Society (Galbraith 1958). This
process already yields some poverties and various social problems.
Thus, the polarization of the world µa la 1970s, the co-existence of growing
advanced economies and economies caught by poverties, was surmounted by
the starts of substantial economic growths by some developing countries (see,
for example, World Bank 1993), but nowadays, another polarization of the
world µa la 21th century seem to be running on, which is the reemergence of
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class society that has been resolved as the fruits of these several decades of
powerful and global economic growth.
On this process of world economy's transition, some scholars recognize
the change, for example, D. Bell (1974)'s post- industrialization, A. Tof-
°er(1980)'s "the third wave." These are ones that point out the expiry of the
era of industrial production, of course, the production itself does not cease,
but the main engine of the economy is change into knowledge creation. This
is considered as emerging the world with knowledge-based growth. This is
also called as the information‐oriented society, and it is especially charac-
terized by the persistent innovation on computer industry, for example, a
famouse Moore's law. This is not an only change, another important change
is the tertiary industrialization, which is famous as Petty-Clark's law (Petty
1690, Clark 1940).
Thus, this paper pick up the Atour and Dorn (2013) model, which con-
tains the persistent innovation on computer industry and dynamic allocation
of unskilled labor between service and goods prodcution. On this process,
one of key concept seems to be erasticity of substitution between capital and
labor. Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014) estimate an elasticity of substitu-
tion greater than 1, and conclude that decreasing relative prices of capital
goods urge the shift of input factor from labor to capital. But, for example,
Chirinko (2008), for example, who surveyed and evaluated a large number
of studies that attempted to measure this elasticity, concluded that a value
of the elasticity of substitution is suggested in the range of 0.4 to 0.6. 1
Roughly speaking, the simple way to relate the decreasing price of capital
and the decreasing labor share is the elasticity of substitution greater than
1, but the many empirical studies imply that that is lower than 1.
Of course, we have the newer study that obtains the one greater than 1:
Using micro panel data from the U.S. Economic Census since 1982, Autor et
al.(2019) demonstrate empirical patterns to assess a new interpretation of the
fall in the labor share based on the rise of“ superstar ¯rms.”If globalization
or technological changes push sales towards the most productive ¯rms in
each industry, product market concentration will rise as industries become
increasingly dominated by superstar ¯rms, which have high markups and a
low labor share of value-added.
Schwellnus et al.(2018) makes the following assignments: Technological
change in the investment goods-producing sector and greater global value
1We can refer many studies such as Antras (2004), Chirinko, Fazzari, and Meyer (2011),
Ober¯eld and Raval (2014), Chirinko and Mallick (2014), Herrendorf, Chirinko, Fazzari,
and Meyer (2011), Herrington, and Valentinyi (2013), Ober¯eld and Raval (2014), Chirinko
and Mallick (2014), Herrendorf, Herrington, and Valentinyi (2013), and Lawrence (2015).
They all estimate elasticities below 1.
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chain participation have declined labor shares, but the e®ect of technological
change has been signi¯cantly less clear. Countries with falling labor shares
have experienced both a decline at the technological frontier and takeover of
market shares by top advanced ¯rm with low labor shares.
In this paper, we focus on the decreasing labor share by using a model with
the elasticity of substitution. In this literature, many interesting models have
been proposed. For example, using general form of the neoclassical storuc-
ture, which contains multisector tied with constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) technology, Accemoglu (2003) shows that along the transition path,
there is capital-augmenting technological change and factor shares change,
but in the long run, economy endogenously becomes the labor-augmenting
one, which is described by standard growth models. This paper provides mi-
crofoundations where an economic agent endogenously choose labor-augment
technological change, and imples that any distortion or disturbance such as
tax policy and changes in labor supply or savings might change factor shares
in the short run, but have no, or at least little, e®ect on the long-run fac-
tor distribution of income. The necessary of the labor-augment innovation
for long-run growth itself is a well-known as (a part of) the Uzawa theo-
rem (Uzawa 1961). However, this condition contradicts with the obserbed
steadily falling relative price of capital equipment adjusted quality.
Thus, it seems that standard model is not su±cient to inquire the social
probrem that conatins polarization into labor and capitaist class, and a model
that contains further detail labor storucture should be needed.
Here, we pick up the Autor and Dorn (2013) model, where unskilled labor
is divided into routine (emploed in good production ) and manual (did in ser-
vice sector), andthe tansition of labor force from good procution into service
sector is descrived. The model is intereseting and successes some aspects of
real phenomena, but since theoretical interest is not a sole objenction of the
ariticle, some results are not explicitly shown and some important factors
are eliminated. Thus, we sketck the model and shows the further directions
of the reserch of the extensions of the Autor and Dorn (2013).
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 give a description
of the model. Section 3 derives the asymptotic steady states in the long
run. Section 4 descrive the market economy of the model and drive some
properties of it. Section 5 discuss the necessities of futurer extensions. And
at the last, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 The description of the model
2.1 Final goods production and Labor Supply
Following Autor and Dorn (2013), we assume that the ¯nal goods (Yg) are
produced by abstract work (La) that is executed by employing skilled labor,
and composited intermediate input denoted Z, and Z is made by routine work
(Lr) by employing un-skilled labor and computure (X). We also assume that
the erastisity of substitution between La and Z on Yg production is 1, and
that between Lr and X on contutitution of Z is ¾r > 1. Thus, we obtain the
following function form:
Yg = L
1¡¯
a
©
(®rLr)
¹ + (®xX)
¹
ª¯
¹ ; ¯; ¹ 2 (0; 1); (1)
where Z de¯ned as
Z ´ ©(®rLr)¹ + (®XX)¹ª 1¹ ; ¹ > 0
where it should be noted that ¹ > 0 implies ¾r =
1
1¡¹ > 1, which captures the
property that computer and routine labot are 'gross substitutes'. This ar-
rangement immediately means that routine labor is substituted by computer
for cheaper conputer price (denoted by px).
The low-skill workers supply either manual or routine labor. The low-skill
labor (we denote LU) is inerastically supplied at unit mass (LU = 1).
The skill of the manural labor is homogenous. So if all worker are em-
ployed in the manual labor, the labor supply for manual work (Lm) is unity
(Lm = LU = 1).
In the routine work, there is the e±ciency denoted ´ with the density
function f(´), and each worker has her inherent e±ciency. We assume that
the aggregate e±ciency labor supply for routine work is also unity, so we
have Z
´2U
´f(´)d´ = 1 (2)
where S denote the set of unskilled labor, and the labor supply of routine
labor is given as which is de¯ned as
Lr =
Z
´2Ur
´f(´)d´ (3)
where Ur denotes the set of labor who work as routine worker.
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It should be noted that La is the number of employee in the ¯nal goods
sector, but since the routine work contains e±ciency parameter, Lr denotes
the e±ciency number of employee.
For the convenience of obtaining an analitical solution, we specify the
density function. Following Autor and Dorn (2013), we also adopt the expo-
nential distribution:
f(´) = e¡´; for ´ 2 [0;1]
We reapectively denote wage rate o®ered for unit of manual and routine
labor as wm and wr. Each worker with e±ciency ´ can gain wm if s/he works
as manual worker, and wr´ if does as routine worker.
Each worker select the work only depending on labor revenue, and wage
rates are given, the worker with ´ ¸ wm=wr(´ ¹´) works as routine worker,
and the worker with ´ < ¹´ works as manual worker. Thus, ¹´ represent the
threshold e±ciency that devides the type of work which the unskilled-worker
select. Thus, (3) is rewritten as
Lr =
Z 1
¹´
´f(´)d´: (4)
Then, we derive the resource constraint of labor.
1 = Lm +
Z 1
¹´
f(´)d´ (5)
This equation gives the following equation (see Appedix for detail derivation):
Lr =
©
1¡ log(1¡ Lm)
ª
(1¡ Lm)(´ g(Lm)): (6)
2.2 Conditions derived from optimaizations
We here obtain some conditions derived from three prodcution sectors, ¯nal
goods, service, and intermediate goods, and household. All production sec-
tors are assumed to be perfectly competitive. So each sector's price equates
to its marginal cost, and no pro¯t is left on ¯rm.
The Final Goods Sector The pro¯t of the ¯nal goods sector ¼g is given
as
¼g = Yg ¡ waLa ¡ wrLr ¡ pxX;
where we adopt the ¯nal goods as a num¶eraire, so the price of the ¯nal goods
is unity.
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The optimal conditions derived by ¯nal goods ¯rm are given as follows:
@¼g
@La
= 0 =) @Yg
@La
= wa (7)
@¼g
@Lm
= 0 =) @Yg
@Lr
= wr (8)
@¼g
@X
= 0 =) @Yg
@X
= px (9)
The Service Sector The pro¯t of service sector ¼s is given as
¼s = psYs ¡ wmLm
and the production technology is given as
Ys(= Cs) = ®sLm (10)
Constant returns of this priduction technology yields the zero-pro¯t condtion
(instead of F.O.C.) as follows:
(psYs =)psCs = wmLm (11)
and uniting (10) and (11), we have
ps®s = wm: (12)
This condition implies that the price of service ps and the wage of manual
labor wm are tied.
The Intermediate goods (computer) sector The pro¯t of intermediate
goods sector ¼x is given as
¼x = pxX ¡ Yx
and the production technology is given as
X = ±0Yxe
±t; (13)
where a positive constant ± denotes exogenously-given innovation rate of
intermediate goods that is presumed as computer. ±0 (µ in Autor and Dorn
2013) denotes the e±ciency parameter, which equals the price of X at initial
period t = 0 (in Autor and Dorn 2013, the initial period is t = 1). Followinig
Autor and Dorn (2013), we set the price of X at initial period to unity, which
yield ¹± = 1.
Since this sector is also constant returns to scale, obtained condtion is
the zero-pro¯t condition:
px =
Yx
X
= e¡±: (14)
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Household To close the model, we assume that all consumers/workers
have identical CES utility functions over consuming ¯nal goods and servise:
u = (c½g + c
½
s)
1
½ ; ½ < 1: (15)
The elasticity of substitution in consumption between goods and service is
derived as ¾ = 1
1¡½ .
3 The long-run steady states
Since the model contains no distortion (monopoly, externality, and so on),
we can derive the equilibrium conditions by considering a social planner
problem, and it is convenient way to get the long-run allocation between Lm
and Lr. Normalized population scale makes the identi¯cation of per capita
and aggregate values possible.
The Planner problem Since the resource constraint of ¯nal goods Yg =
Cg + Yx and Yx = pxX from (14), we have Cg = Yg ¡ pxX. Thus, given the
sequence of px, the social planner problem is given as
max
X;Lm
h
L
¾¡1
¾
m +
¡
Yg ¡ pxX)¾¡1¾
i ¾
¾¡1
; (16)
which is subject to (1) and (6). Thus, the basic structure of the Autor
and Dorn (2013) model is the continuous sequence of instantaneous decision
making, and unique intertemporal factor is the incessantly-decreasing factor
price of computer goods. This captures the innovation in this study.
This problem yields the following two conditions:
@Yg
@X
= px; (17)
L
¡ 1
¾
m = (Y ¡ pxX)¡ 1¾ @Yg
@Z
@Z
@Lr
©¡ log(1¡ Lm)ª; : (18)
From the discussion given in Appendix A, we obtain the following condition
from (18):
1
¾
8<:
<
=
>
9=; ¯ ¡ ¹¯ ) limX!1X¯¡¹¡¯¾ =
8<:
1
1
0
) Lm =
8<:
0
L¤m 2 (0; 1)
1
: (19)
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Asymptotic Labor Allocation Since price of computer goods px falls to
zero asymptotically, (17) implies that computer goods limits to
lim
t!1
X(t) =1:
From this and Lr · 1 <<1, we obtain
lim
t!1
Z
®xX
= 1:
Following Autor and Dorn (2013), let x » y be a shorthand for the notation
that limt!1 x=y = 1, we can obatain following expressions:
Yg = L
1¡¯
a|{z}
=1
Z¯ » (®xX)¯ (20)
px =
@Yg
@X
» ¯®¯xX¯¡1 (21)
Therefore, pxX » ¯(®xX)¯. Then, substituting equations obtained above,
Yg » (®xX)¯ and pxX » ¯(®xX)¯, and the zero pro¯t condition of computer
sector, pxX = Yx, into the resource constraint of goods (Yg = Cg + Yx), we
have
Cg = Yg ¡ pxX » (®xX)¯ ¡ ¯(®xX)¯ = ·1X¯ = (1¡ ¯)Yg; (22)
where ·1 ´ (1¡ ¯)®¯x.
From the resource constrain of ¯nal goods, we have Yg = Yx + Cg, then
Yg = Yx + Cg » Xe¡±t + ·1X¯ = (®xX)¯ (23)
Therefore, we obatin YX = Xe
¡±t = (®¯X ¡ ·1)X¯ = ¯®¯xX¯, which yields
_YX
YX
=
_X
X
¡ ± = ¯
_X
X
; (24)
which yields
_X
X
=
±
1¡ ¯ : (25)
From (23) and (25), we have
_Yg
Yg
=
_Yx
Yx
=
_Cg
Cg
= ¯
_X
X
=
¯ ±
1¡ ¯ : (26)
Thus, we obtain the following lemma:
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Lemma 1 We have following results that
lim
t!1
pxX =1; lim
t!1
pxX
Y
= (const) 2 (0;1):
Proof) We obtain _px
px
= ¡± (from (14)), and _X
X
= ±
1¡¯ > ±, which yield
_(pxX)
pxX
= ¡ ±¯
1¡¯ > 0. Furthermore, uniting
_Yg
Yg
= ±¯
1¡¯ ,
pxX
Y
is a constant positive
value less than in¯nity. (Q.E.D)
4 Description of the market economy of the
Autor-Dorn model
Here, we explore the relationship between goods and service. Autor and
Dorn (2017) analyze the model by solving the social planner probrem, so the
price of service does not emerge, therefore, GDP, sum of market values of
good and service product can not be calculated. In this survey, we analyze
the working of the market economy, which makes the derivation of GDP
possible. Thus, we introduce the price dynamics of service (ps). Under
perfect competition, we have zero pro¯t condition of service sector (which
yields ps®s = wm), arbitrage condition between routine and manual labor
(which yields wm = wr), and marginal principle of routine work (which yields
wr =
@Yg
@Lr
), therefore, we obtain the following equation:
ps®s = wm = wr =
@Yg
@Lr
(27)
where wm = wr holds under Lm 2 (0; 1). The utility function we use in this
study is given in (15), and this economic agent is a representative household,
and therefore, the family structure is an epitome of the whole economy's
population structure, so this household have the labor endowment with a
distribution function given f(´) = e¡´, which we assume the distribution of
labor e±ciency. Since each labor endowment is assumed to be normalized
to 1, the aggregate, average and representative household's values in this
study can be denoted as the same. Thus, the maximizing problem of the
representative household can be given as follows:
max
cg ;cs
¡
C½g + C
½
s )
1
½ ; (28)
s.t. Cg + psCs = wmLm + wrLr + waLa: (29)
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½ ¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
¾u 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
ps » 1
Table 1: Long-run value of ps
This problem yields the following optimal condition:µ
Cs
Cg
¶½¡1
= ps (30)
Then, using X » 1, we have
wrLr =
@Yg
@Lr
Lr =
¯
¹
L1¡¯r [:::]
¯
¹
¡1¹®¹L¹¡1r Lr
= ¯
®¹rL
¹
r
®¹rL
¹
r + ®
¹
xX¹
Yg » (axX)¯¡¹: (31)
This yields wrLr
Yg
= (®xX)
¡¹ » 0, which implies routine share in goods pro-
duction converges to 0 (in¯nitely small).
From (22), we have the following equation:
Cg = (1¡ ¯)Yg: (32)
This implies that in the long run, the consumption Cg is converging to the
constant rate of Yg, consumption propensity (Cg=Yg) depends on ¯, and
not on ¾ and ¹, and then goods consumption (Cg) is growing in¯nitely.
Whereas, the product, and namely consumption, of servie is given by (Ys =
)Cs = ®mLm, and constant long-run value of Lm, which is becase (unskilled)
labor endowment is assumed to be constant, yields constant long-run value
of Cs(= Ys). Therefore, ps » 1 is realized for 8½ 2 (1; 1), given in Tab.1.
Incessant innovation of computer makes incessant price down of computer
and it realizes the incessant goods' price down. In this study, goods' price
is taken as num¶eraire, the incessant goods' price down is represented by
incessant service price up. This price change disturbs the balance of share
between goods and service, and this imbalance is adjusted through the shift
of unskilled labor between routine and manual labor.
GDP Introduction of prices makes us to analyze the whole economic ac-
tivity lebel, that is, of course, GDP. In this case, it is natural to de¯ne GDP
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½ ¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
¾u 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
_ps
ps
>
_Yg
Yg
j _ps
ps
<
_Yg
Yg
Y » psYs j Yg
_Yg=Yg » (1¡½)¯±1¡¯ j ¯±1¡¯
Table 2: Long-run value of Yg and _Yg=Yg
as Y ´ Yg+psYs, since these two are the whole production in this economoy.
From (11), (30) and (32), we have
ps =
µ
(1¡ ¯)Yg
®mLm
¶1¡½
: (33)
When Lm 6= 0 holds, namely, under 8½ < 0 and 9½ 2 (0; 1), the growth of
Lm stops in the long run, therefore, (30) and (32) yields
_ps
ps
= (1¡ ½)
_Yg
Yg
:
Uniting the above equation and (26), we have the following condition:
_ps
ps
» ¯±
1¡ ¯ (1¡ ½)
½
>
<
¾ _Yg
Yg
; for ½
½ · 0
2 (0; 1) : (34)
This condition immediately gives
Y »
½
psYs
Yg
; for ½
½ · 0
2 (0; 1) : (35)
For the case of ½ < 0, namely, the case of complimentary, the long-run
main sector, which means a sector produce added value most, becomes the
service sector. Thus, ½, namely, elasticity of substitution on consumption
¾u = 1=(1 ¡ ½) determines the main (most valued) sector. Furthermore,
the growth rate of service-oriented economy is higher than that of goods-
production economy.
Labor allocation and Distribution Next, we analyze the labor alloca-
tion and distribution on labor.
Thereshold on more valued production whether service or good is ½ = 0
namely ¾ = 1, but threshold on labor allocation between manual and routine
is 1=¹¾ = ¯¡¹
¯
(< 1), which is placed on ¹¾(> ¾) (See Appendix 3.3).
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½ ¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
¾u 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ j¹¾j ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
Lm » 1 jL¤mj 0
Y » psYs j Yg
Table 3: Long-run value of Ys under ¯ > ¹
½ ¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
¾u 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 1
Lm » 1
Ys » psYs j Yg
Table 4: Long-run value of Ys under ¯ < ¹
In the case of ¯ > ¹, ¹¾ > 1, thus, we have the following values: In the
case of ¯ < ¹, ¹¾ < 0, thus, we have the following values:
Thus, only su±ciently low ¹ could yields the asymptotic steady state with
Lm » 0, and uniting this and su±ciently large ¾ actually yiedls that steady
state.
However, the globally properties depends on ½, and the economy with
½ < 0 yields serive-weighted economy and the one with ½ > 0 does goods-
weighted economy. It should be noted that this is not derived from the utility,
but it derived from production structure, where good production diverses but
service production has upper bound caused by the given production factor
endowment.
On the analysis of Autor and Dorn (2013), since skilled labor work in
the goods sector and their income is assumed to be maintain, they assume
½ > 0, and as a result, GDP, aggregare added value, mainly depend on the
goods production, so this arrangement can not depict the "tertiary industri-
alization". Furthermore, when we use the word "tertiary industrialization",
we would consider that the service sector becomes the main sector of the
economy, and in the real world, the most davanced sectors are ¯nancial sec-
tor or ITC sector that provide service, but the service sector of the present
model is, at most, retail business that mainly employs the unskilled labor for
sales people. Introducing an advanced service sector, such as ¯nancial sector,
would be necessary to cover the tertiary industrialization for the important
thema.
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5 Concluding remark
From the above discussions, we conform the following features of the Autor
and Dorn (2013) model: (i) long-run phase is determed by the utility param-
eter, and under ½ > 1, long-run main engine is ¯xed at the goods production
sector. (ii) Under the assumption of (i), the long-run labor allocation is
determined by the goods productive. (iii) The model essentially lacks the
intertemporal decision making, which makes the meaning of interest rate,
therefore, that of capital share, ambigurous. From these properties, we can
have the direction of future reserches that is extended from the Autor and
Dorn (2013) model.
Furthermore, for the purpose of the analyzing the transition of the labor
share, the dynamics of the labor supply, as well as capital accumulation,
endogenizing labor supply would be e®ective.
Of course, ¯nal and ultimate goal of the studies are increasing the welfare
of the world, and from the point of this view, many economic agent is a labor
as well as a citizen, the resolution of the decreasing labor share, which im-
plicitly yields the decreasing labor income and a®ord for social lives in broad
meaning, just as Keynes (1930) makes a perspecitve thatlabor is shorter in
the future.
6 Appendix
6.1 The derivation of the function g(¢)
From the resource constraint of labor, we have
1 = Lm +
Z 1
¹´
f(´)d´: (36)
Here, Lr denotes the e®ective labor input on the routine sector, namely
e±cency ´ times the density of labor with e±ciency ´, f(´)(= e¡´), therefore,
we have
Lr =
Z 1
¹´
´e¡´d´:
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Caliculating this by using rule, we have
Lr =
Z 1
¹´
´e¡´d´ =
£¡´e¡´ ¡ e¡´¤1
¹´
= ¹´e¡¹´ + e¡¹´ ¡ lim
´!1
¹´e¡¹´| {z }
!0
¡ lim
´!1
e¡¹´| {z }
!0
= (1 + ¹´)e¡¹´: (37)
Then, we concider the resource constraint on the unskilled labor. From
(5), we have
Lm = 1¡
Z 1
¹´
e¡´d´
= 1¡ £¡e¡´¤1
¹´
= 1¡ [¡ ´¡1|{z}
!0
+e¡¹´]
= 1¡ e¡¹´: (38)
What we want is the relationship between Lr and Lm, so we eliminate ¹´. For
this purpose, we derive the value of e¡¹´ from (37), and so did that of ¹´ from
(38):
log(1¡ Lm) = log e¡¹´ = ¡¹´: (39)
From (38) and (39), we respectively obtain e¡¹´ = 1¡Lm, and ¹´ = ¡ log(1¡
Lm), and substituting these two equations into (37) for eliminating ¹´, we get
the function g(¢) as follows:
Lr =
©
1¡ log(1¡ Lm)
ª
(1¡ Lm)(´ g(Lm)): (40)
6.2 Derivation of Eq.(19) from Eq.(18)
In the planner probrem, we obtain the following conditions:
@U
@X
= 0) @Yg
@X
= ¯
Yg
Z
®¹xX
¹¡1 = px(= e¡±t); (41)
@U
@Lm
= 0) L¡
1
¾
m = (Yg ¡ pxX)¡ 1¾ @Yg
@Lm
; (42)
where we have the following:
@Yg
@Lm
=
@Yg
@Z
@Z
@Lr
g0(Lm) = ¡¯L1¡¯a Z¯¡¹®¹L¹r
dg(Lm)
dLm
: (43)
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The partial feivatives are made into
@Yg
@Z
= ¯Z¯¡1 (44)
@Z
@Lr
= Z1¡¹®¹L¹r ; (45)
Here, we have
La = 1; (46)
g0(Lm) = log(1¡ Lm) = ¡¹´; (47)Z 1
¹´
e¡´d´ =
£¡e¡´¤1
¹´
= 0¡ (¡e¡¹´) = e¹´: (48)
From (47), we obtain
e¡¹´ = 1¡ Lm; namely Lm + e¡¹´ = 1; (49)
which is just a resource constraint on unskilled labor.
Here, we impose the conditions on asymptonic staedy states as follows:
Cg » ·1X¯; (50)
Z » ®¹X¹: (51)
Substituting above conditions (44), (45) and (46) into (43), we have
L
¡ 1
¾
m = ¡·L(X¯)¡ 1¾L1¡¹a Z¯¡¹g(Lm)¹¡1g0(Lm) (52)
where ·L ´ ·¡
1
¾
1 ®
¹
r¯, and g
0(Lm) = log(1¡ Lm)(= ¡¹´).
Thus,
lim
t!1
@U
@Lm
= 0 » L¡
1
¾
m g(Lm)
1¡¹g0(Lm)¡1| {z }
´¤(Lm)
= lim
X!1
·LX
¯¡¹¡¯
¾ (53)
Therefore, the limit value of the RHS depends on the exponential parameter
¯ ¡ ¹¡ ¯
¾
. The results are summarized as follows:
¯ ¡ ¹¡ ¯
¾
8<:
>
=
<
9=; 0, 1¾
8<:
<
=
>
9=; ¯ ¡ ¹¯ ) limX!1X¯¡¹¡¯¾ =
8<:
1
1
0
: (54)
This condition is derived from the optimal conditions derived from the plan-
ner probrem, so Lm must be controlled to satisfy this equation. In desentral-
ized economy, it is also satis¯ed by the optimizing behavior of agents.
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To derive the behavior of Lm, it is necessary tocon¯rming the properties
of ¤(¢). Taking the limit of the function ¤, we have the followings:
lim
Lm!0
¤(Lm) = 0
¡ 1
¾|{z}
!1
£f1¡ log(1¡ 0)| {z }
!log 1=0
g(1¡ 0)¤1¡¹
| {z }
!1
1
log(1¡ 0)| {z }
!1
=1;
lim
Lm!1
¤(Lm) = 1
¡ 1
¾|{z}
!1
£f1 ¤ (1¡ 1)¡ (1¡ 1) log(1¡ 1)g¤1¡¹| {z }
!0
1
log(1¡ 1)| {z }
!0
= 0:
On the middle item of the RHS, we have
lim
Lm!1
[f1¡ log(1¡ Lm)g(1¡ Lm)] = limL!0L ¡ L logL = 0¡ 0 = 0; (55)
where we use the following result: limL!0 L logL = limL!0 logL1=L = limL!0 1=L¡1=L2 =
0, which is derived by using L'Hospital's Rule. Uniting this and the counti-
nuity of ¤(Lm), Lm can take ¤(Lm) 2 (0;1), therefore, we have
1
¾
8<:
<
=
>
9=; ¯ ¡ ¹¯ ) limX!1X¯¡¹¡¯¾ =
8<:
1
1
0
) Lm =
8<:
0
L¤m 2 (0; 1)
1
: (19)
It should be noted that the uniqueness of L¤m (which is obtained by L
¤
m =
argfLmj¤(Lm) = ·Lg) is, at least, not shown in the Autor and Dorn (2013)
setting, so multiple exixtences of Lm might happen under some speci¯cations.
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